The relationship between velocities, tractions, and intercellular stresses in the migrating epithelial monolayer are currently unknown. Ten years ago, a method known as Monolayer Stress Microscopy (MSM) was suggested from which the intercellular stresses could be computed given a traction field. The core assumption of MSM is that the intercellular stresses within the monolayer behave similarly to passive systems like a Hookean solid (an elastic sheet) or a Newtonian fluid (thin fluid film), implying a relation between the displacements/velocities and tractions. Due to the lack of independently measured intercellular stresses, validation of MSM is difficult. An alternative approach, which we give here, is based on simultaneous measurements of the monolayer velocity field and the cell/substrate tractions.
addressed the Poisson ratio issue by computing intercellular stresses with a wide variety of Poisson ratios. They found the dependence upon the Poisson ratio to be small, thus lending credence to the MSM approach. On the other hand, it has also been suggested that under certain conditions, including a Poisson ratio of zero, the 2D problem decouples into two 1D (exact) problems. This statement is incorrect.
Nevertheless, MSM remains to be validated in the following sense: the tractions are the independent variable, along with boundary conditions at the edge of the monolayer or field of view (see Section II below) and then () MSM  T is calculated. But we currently have no direct measures of intercellular stress by which to compare these. An equivalent test validating the use of a passive constitutive law is to note that a measured local velocity or displacement field, together with an assumed viscosity or shear modulus, suffices to compute the tractions. And these in turn can then be compared with the experimentally measured tractions using traction force microscopy (TFM) [7] [8] [9] . This comparison is the focus of this work. We find that tractions computed from the measured velocity field are uncorrelated with tractions measured by TFM.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we review MSM used for stress recovery within a monolayer [11] . Since its conception ten years ago [11] , many derivative models have been suggested that use either a Hookean solid [10] [11] [12] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] or a Newtonian fluid [10, 18, 20, [29] [30] [31] constitutive equation. We review both formulations and most embedded assumptions of MSM. In Sec. III, we present our alternative approach and show that MSM is an incomplete theory. Sec. IV discusses the implications of our result, which is that the constitutive equation needs modification. One of the suggested modifications is the inclusion of active stresses. A variety of such active stresses formulations have been put forward on an ad hoc basis [10, 17, [19] [20] [21] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . By contrast with ad hoc formulations, here we put forward a fundamental relationship that links active force density to substrate tractions and velocity fields, and is derived with a minimal amount of assumptions. Because it follows directly from Newton's laws and does not depend on a specific biophysical rheology or molecular mechanism, this relationship is general and robust. Finally, we conclude in Sec. V with a few short remarks.
II. MONOLAYER STRESS MICROSCOPY
In this section, we review MSM as suggested by us and its implementation by others with various derivative models. Sec. II.A presents the general three dimensional (3D) governing equations. Sec. II.B discusses constitutive equations while Sec. II.C discusses incompressibility. In Sec. II.D, we reduce the governing equation to two dimension (2D). Sec.
II.E discusses the various boundary conditions (BCs) needed at the edge of the monolayer.
A. 3D model
In a 3D bulk where inertia is neglected and there are no body forces [ Figure 1 (a)], Newtons's second law is 33 0
where 3D
 are the 3D stresses. In 3D, the 2D tractions, T , are accounted for as BCs [ Figure   1 (b)] while BCs at the edge of the monolayer are discussed in Sec. II.E. In the remainder of this work, we will refer to T as those measured by traction force microscopy -TFM [8, 9] (i.e.
the forces the cells apply on the substrate). Eq. (1) is an indeterminate vector of three equations comprising six different terms ( , , , 
B. Elastic and viscous constitutive laws
The original MSM model [11, 12] was formulated in 2D. There, the 2D equations comprised three terms ( , , ) xx yy xy    . To close these set of equations, the Beltrami-Mitchell compatibility equation was supplemented [11, 12] . However, using this equations is tantamount to assuming that the monolayer behaves as a simple Hookean constitutive law [13] characterized by two material constants: shear modulus, G , and Poisson ratio,  . In this work, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the case of 1 2   , which is the limiting case of an 6 incompressible elastic material (i.e. volume conservationsee Sec. II.C). For an incompressible elastic medium the constitutive law [13]
where 3D u is the 3D displacement vector field. However, without time-dependent terms, in Eq.
(1) the equations for an incompressible Hookean solid and incompressible Newtonian fluid are identical, except for a time derivative in the latter case. This is easily seen by inspection of the constitutive equation for an incompressible fluid [14, 15] 
where 3D v and  are respectively the 3D velocity vector field and viscosity. It is immediately clear that Eqs. (2) and (3) are identical with the identification of displacement with velocity, and with shear modulus and viscosity. How can these two distinctly different physical models give the same prediction? From the experimental perspective, what is typically measured is the displacement of cells, u , between two consecutive frames, say at 0 t  and tt  . Importantly, if the stress field at 0 t  is assumed to be zero, then whether one uses the displacement field, Eq. (2), or the velocity field, Eq. (3), (from / t  vu ) the stresses from both approaches are necessarily the same. This addresses the issue of whether a Hookean description can be valid when cells are clearly moving. The answer is yes insofar as for any pair of images, the assumption a stress-free state in the first image yields the exact same stress field as the Newtonian fluid description. Importantly, the fluid description is more general in that does not require an assumption of a zero stress state in any of the image frames, nor does it require an assumption of small strains.
Thus both models are essentially identical, here we adopt the viscous formulation as it requires fewer assumptions from the experimental perspective. In what follows, we will use the more conventional notation for the fluid's constitutive equation
whereby the pressure, p , takes the place of the trace of the stress tensor,
Regardless of the chosen experimental interpretation, since the models are identical, both formulations are equivalent and share the discrepancy that will be discussed in Sec.III.
Inserting any of these constitutive equations [Eq.
(2)-(4)] into Eq. (1) leads to
C. Incompressibility
Cells are comprised mainly of water and as such are essentially incompressible. In either the Hookean solid formulation [13] or Newtonian fluid formulation [14, 15] , an incompressible material must also satisfy volume conservation. In 3D, this reads as
Nevertheless, cells are not isovolumic insofar water can be transported into or out of the cell via osmotic stress or water channels. Intercellular fluid flow within a monolayer occurs over timescales of hours [32] [33] [34] . These water fluxes comprise a source term in the continuity equation [Eq. (6) ]. Indeed, it has been shown that osmotic pressure results in cell area and volume oscillations with a period of four hours and amplitude of 20% [32, 33] . Further, proliferation and apoptosis, and cell extrusion form the layer represent additional source terms. [26, 35] . Because these phenomena are slow (~hours) compared with the time scales of interest here ( t ~minutes), we take the monolayer to be isovolumic, as have others [10, 19, 20, 24, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] .
D. Reduction from 3D to 2D
In the case of plane stress, the 3D equations for either elastic bodies or fluids can be reduced to thin fluid film in 2D [13] . The reduction is based on the assumption that the height of the monolayer, h , is much smaller than characteristic in-plane lengths and is taken to be uniform [9, 10, 18] .
Here we give a brief derivation in the incompressible case (see chapter 67 of Sokolnikoff [13] ). In plane stress, the shear stresses are zero 0 xz yz
and the z component of the normal stress is zero ( 0 zz   ). The constitutive law [Eq.(4)] yields ,,
The comma subscript denotes partial differentiation. From 3D incompressibility [Eq.(6)] we have 3 3 , , , 
In contrast to a 3D formulation, where the tractions are imposed as boundary conditions [41], in the plane stress reduction the tractions assume the role of a body force [10] [11] [12] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 29] . It is common to write the 2D governing equation of force balance as 22 /
However, it is beneficial to use the constitutive equation [Eq.(4)]. Then, this reads as , ,
Using Eq. (10), Eq. (12) becomes
or, alternatively, in vector notation
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Typically, MSM is presented by Eq. (11) along with the incompressible Beltrami-Mitchell equation
We call these two equations [Eqs. (11) and (15)] the classical MSM formulation, in which the tractions are the independent variable and the stresses are the dependent variable. By contrast, in Eqs. (10) and (14), the tractions are again the independent variable, but now the velocities are the dependent variable, from which the stresses can be calculated. We call these two equations the Stokes formulation. As noted in Sec. II.B it is important to recognize that both formulations are identical. If all the BCs at the edge of the monolayer be given in term of the stresses, then Eqs. (11) and (15) can be solved. However, as we will discuss in the next subsection, typically the BCs are given in term of the velocities, and as such, Eqs. (11) and (15) cannot be solved without the introduction of an intermediate variable of displacement or velocity through the constitutive law. In strong contrast, Eqs. (10) and (14) can be solved directly and locally for tractions with velocities taken as the independent variable without the need for specific BC assumptions. This will be used below in Sec. III, where the tractions obtained from Eqs. (10) and (14) are used to directly compare with experimentally measured tractions.
In the remainder of this work, where we consider the 2D MSM problem and for the sake of brevity, we drop the 2D subscript.
E. Edge boundary conditions
Originally, MSM [11, 12] estimated intercellular stresses directly from the traction field.
Solution of the governing equations requires assumptions about the boundary conditions at the free edges of the cellular domain or at the boundary of the field of view. This latter boundary was termed the "optical edge" [12] . In what follows we will refer to the conditions at both the free and optical edges as "edge conditions", to distinguish these from the 3D BCs at the top and bottom surfaces discussed in Figure 1 .
Here we revisit the question of what are the most appropriate edge conditions necessary for a computation of intercellular stresses. We begin with a short review of our previous discussion [12] . Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of an island of cells expanding into free space where four scenarios are considered. The island's boundary is given by a solid black line. The red circle represents an obstacle. Each square represents a possible field of view, and is color coded for four possible cases. In all cases, we assume velocities (or displacements) and
tractions are accessible through measurement. Case 1 (dashed purple line). The entire island is imaged. In this situation, the edge conditions at the free edges are stress free:
Case 2 (dashed-dotted green line). Only part of the island is imaged. For the free edges, the edge conditions are given by Eq. (16), as in Case 1. However, for the optical edges (at the boundaries of the field of view) an assumption must be made. Previously [12] , we argued that at the "optical" boundaries the condition is zero normal flux and zero shear stress
Here we suggest that, instead of this ad hoc assumption, it be replaced by using additional measurements of velocities or displacements at the optical edge (e.g. with PIV) such that at the optical edge,
Other approaches are possible, including requiring zero tractions at the cell free boundary [23, 24] , with an apparent stress jump at the same boundary, the origins of which remain open.
Case 3 (dotted blue line) is solely determined by optical edges, for which Eq. (18) is the appropriate edge condition.
Case 4 (long-dashed dotted red line in Figure 2 ), when cells have contacted an obstacle.
Here we must make a distinction between two kinds of obstacles, each of which as two limiting subtypes. The first is a physical obstacle. In this case, the first subtype is no-slip and no flux, for which, at the interface,
The second subtype is a pure slip (i.e. zero shear stress) with no flux, for which, again at the interface, the edge condition is
The other kind of obstacle is chemical, for example, the boundary between a region coated with collagen and region without. Here, the first subtype is where there are no cellular interactions outside the observed boundary of the island, for which the edge condition is stress-free [Eq.
( 16) ]. The second subtype is where there may be cellular interactions and non-zero tractions outside the visible island. For example, the presence of protruding lamellipodia may exert tractions but may not be visible on a phase image. In this case, it is most appropriate to use zero normal velocity and zero stress [Eq. (20) ]. Which condition is most befitting depends on the nature of the obstacle and demands attention to the biology of cell/ECM interactions.
Finally, we note the approach of two recent works [30, 31] . These works differ from this one, whose starting point is a purely passive constitutive equation, in that their initial assumption was that the stress tensor included an active term [similar what will be discussed in Sec. IV]. The inclusion of their stress term added an additional free parameter that could be determined by applying a tangential and two normal BCs at the free edge
It should be noted that this approach worked in their quasi 1D geometry of a circular island.
However, it remains to be seen if a single fitting parameter is suitable for arbitrary 2D geometries.
III. MSM VALIDATION
This section is divided as follows. Sec. III.A discusses the inherent difficulties in validating MSM. Sec. III.B presents our new approach, which bypasses all these difficulties and allows for validation. Sec. III.C gives a short review of the experimental results used in this work. In in Sec. III.D we compare theory and experiments, and show that MSM is incomplete and requires further evaluation. The implications of which are given in Sec. III.E.
A. Difficulties in validating MSM
A direct validation of MSM would require an independent experimental measurement of stresses, which is extremely difficult. In the Stokes formulation, an independent measurement of stress is no longer required, because the stresses follow directly from Eq. (4). Rather, the validation requires that both the tractions, T , and velocities, v (these will be denoted by meas T 13 and meas v , respectively), be simultaneously measured. Fortunately, both are easily measured: meas T by TFM [7] [8] [9] and meas v by PIV, optical flow or other experimental methods.
For the Stokes approach, one end goal would be an analytical solution for the velocity given a traction field, () calc vT , in 2D or 3D, and comparing this with meas v . However, this is not without difficulties. First, the governing equation [Eqs. (10) and (14)] are a set of coupled linear partial differential equations. Second, these equations are subject to varying types of BCs (see Sec. II.E). Third, unless the geometry is extremely simple, an analytical solution is typically not possible, thus, necessitating numerical evaluation.
In this work, we suggest an alternative approach that negates the need for solving for () vT . However, we did find two () vT solutions: Appendix A provides a derivation of a 3D solution, 3 
B. Alternative approach to MSM
Once more, the governing equations in 2D are
Inserting Eqs. (22) into Eq. (23) leads to [13] 
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In classical MSM [11, 12, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] 29 4) and (22).
We compared calc t with meas T based upon measurements from a previous work wherein meas v and meas T were obtained independently and concurrently in the same experiment [16] .
C. Experimental setup
Briefly, cells were cultured until they were confluent in a confined region bounded by a barrier [16] . Subsequently, the barrier was lifted so that the monolayer could migrate into a cell-free space containing a circular obstacle into which the cells cannot migrate. The velocity field was measured by particle image velocimetry (PIV) [9] and the traction field was measured by TFM [8, 9] . To smooth the spontaneous spatial fluctuations that are known to characterize collective cellular migration, velocity and traction fields were averaged over six identical experiments, and these fields were smoothed further using a Gaussian filter with a 2 pixel standard deviation [42, 43] .
The advancing monolayer encountered and then encompassed the circular obstacle ( Figure 3a ) [16] . The corresponding velocity components ( , ) xy vv around the circular obstacle 15 resembles that of flow around a cylinder [14] , in which case the flow field divides at an upstream stagnation point [ Figure 3 (b), (c)]. Raw data from Ref. [16] . . This approach has been successfully used to calculate 1D stresses [9, 17, 19, 20, [26] [27] [28] 30, 31] in cases where the symmetry of the geometry (planar or circular) allows, through averaging, a reduction to 1D.
D. Comparison of meas T and

E. Implications for MSM
More complex geometries require solutions in 2D and the need for compatibility equations arising from a constitutive law. For example, Zimmerman et al [21] recently suggested that perhaps stress recovery was method-independent. In that work [21] , they compared 2D stresses recovered from 2D tractions using MSM versus the stresses recovered using the molecular dynamic simulation method of Hardy [44] . Heat maps of recovered stresses in that report [21] show close agreement between the two methods at longer length scales, supporting their claim that stress recovery is method-independent, but at shorter length scales indicate discrepancies that approach 400%. At this scale intercellular stress recovery is strongly method-dependent, and as such, the issue of intercellular stress recovery remains open.
IV. RESOLVING THE MSM PARADOX
The main finding of this work is that tractions calculated from the measured velocity field, () calc meas Tv , do not correspond to tractions that are measured directly, meas T . Hence, the underlying assumptions of MSM require reevaluation. Namely, the constitutive equation must be modified. There are three natural candidates: a linear visco-elastic rheology, a non-linear rheology (visco-elastic or otherwise), or an active rheology.
Linear visco-elastic approaches have been adopted in various biological systems (cell aggregate under aspiration [38] , cell aggregate spreading [45] , single cell twisting via magnetic tweezers [46, 47] . However, to the best of our knowledge, such modeling has not been attempted on monolayers. This approach should be considered in future works on monolayer dynamics. This statement, of future consideration, also holds for the even more difficult nonlinear rheologies.
Here, we consider the last of these candidatesactive rheology. We do this because currently this is the most favored approach in investigating monolayers dynamics [10, 17, [19] [20] [21] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and there is some experimental evidence supporting this approach. Below, we show a new relation for the behavior of active stresses that can be derived from Newton's law and requires a minimal amount of assumptions.
A. Active stresses as a resolution
Previous works [10, 17, [19] [20] [21] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] considered the possibility that the stress tensor additively comprises both a passive, p  , and active, a  , term, such that
It is then assumed that [10, 17, [19] [20] [21] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , the passive term is either an elastic solid [Eq. 
The active force density, denoted active F , is defined as
From Eqs. (4), (26) and (27) 
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Note that while h may be estimated accurately [9, 10, 18] , the same is not true for  .
Appendix C shows a number of estimates using different methods [41] . Here we illustrate . Note that the active forces are largely pointing away from the obstacle, similar to the tractions, as was shown in [9, 16] .
B. Origin of active stresses
Recent experiments have confirmed the existence of active forces in epithelial monolayers. For example, in Ref. [26] it was found that stresses are linearly associated with strains but with a nonzero offset, expressed as
. This is interpreted as reflecting an active component in both the modulus and the offset [26] and supports the active rheology suggested by Eq. (25) . Two recent works also used Eq. (25) in their derivations to explain wetting [31] and fingering instabilities [30] observed in epithelial monolayers. However, they didn't consider the question of whether or not that the passive formulation is incomplete.
With respect to the origin of active forces, velocities, and tractions, several previous works have suggested possible phenomenological forms for the active stress [10] . These potential origins of active F differ substantially in the literature. Some works suggest the origin is in the concentration of active contractile units [19, 20] while other suggests in-plane cell polarization [19, 20, [29] [30] [31] 48] , non-zero tension [26] , cell division [26, 35] . Importantly, without a compatibility equation for a  , integrating Eq. (28) to calculate a  , and thus the total stress,  , is not possible. The current state of knowledge regarding active F is inconclusive as to which of the above models is most appropriate [10] . Nevertheless, Eq. (28) describing the active stress is derived from Newton's laws, with a minimal number of embedded assumptions, and must be satisfied.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that, based on a linear passive constitutive law (either elastic or viscous),
tractions computed from the measured velocity field are uncorrelated with measured tractions.
This implies that MSM as a method is incomplete and requires further evaluation. We suggest that intercellular active stresses may resolve this inconsistency, but that if the active stresses are not derivable from a constitutive law, then it may not be possible to explicitly compute intercellular stresses. However, we do give an explicit expression [Eq.(28)] for the active force density as a function of the measured tractions and velocities. Regardless of the proposed origin of the active stresses, this condition, derived from Newton's 2 nd law, must be satisfied.
APPENDIX A: 3D SOLUTION FOR () vT
A. Governing equations in real space
In 3D, the governing Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid of uniform density are
where
is the 3D velocity vector in Cartesian coordinates and p is the pressure [Figure 1 (a) ]. Equations (29) and (30) express conservation of mass and force balance, respectively.
For boundary conditions, we take the top (apical) surface, zh  , to be stress free
,, 
C. 3D Solution in k space
There are 6 solutions to Eqs. (37)-(40); these are given in Ref. [9] . The two linear combinations of which satisfy the four homogeneous conditions [Eqs. (41)- (43) and (46)] can be written in vector notation 
where 2 sinh (2 ) 
In these terms, write the linear combination as 
In 2D expanding islands, the equivalent expression of volume conservation is
where C and D are the boundary and domain, respectively. If proliferation is present, these expressions give the volume averaged mean proliferation rate, given measurements of both edge and height velocities.
APPENDIX B: 2D SOLUTION FOR () vT
A. 2D solution in k space
The 2D governing equations are confirms the scaling argument in Refs. [11, 12] that the stresses are independent of the viscosity (or shear modulus).
B. 2D solution in real space
We can now calculate Green's function in real space, i.e. the impulse response corresponding to a delta function of tractions at the origin. This is given by the inverse Fourier 
APPENDIX C: VISCOSITY ESTIMATES
Despite the apparent inconsistencies of using only a passive stress tensor, we use the pure fluid dynamical description to estimate the monolayers viscosity. We employ two different independent methods. First, consider the scaling argument that viscous stresses in a thin film . These values, together with others from the literature are shown in Table 1 . Our values are on the lower end of the reported range, but we note that all these estimates are extremely large compared with what we consider physically reasonable. This is another indication that a purely passive viscous description is inadequate, and points to the necessity of active stresses to account for the relationship between velocities and tractions. Micropipette aspiration [38] 200
Expanding island assays [29] 10 2 -10 4
Expanding islandactive stresses [30, 31] (0.5-5) 10 3
